Willowbrook
Medical Practice
partners with
Rotageek for staff
scheduling
Rotageek, the leading provider of data-driven scheduling
technology, has been chosen by Willowbrook Medical Practice as
their staff rostering solution.
Willowbrook Medical Practice chose Rotageek’s workforce management tool to schedule their General Practitioners. The
focus of this partnership is on skill-based scheduling, ensuring that all the necessary specialties are on shift when and
where they are needed.
Rotageek’s solution provides Willowbrook with increased visibility over their room bookings, GPs shifts, and leave. Doing
so will ensure increased accuracy and usability, enabling a more efficient service for patients and a better experience for
employees. Rotageek’s focus on interactive platforms ensures that any scheduling related requests such as shift swaps
are simple, live, and easily communicated.
Willowbrook rolled out with Rotageek in Q2, 2019. The roll out process took one day, from signing the contract to user
training and adoption.
Kate Mallatratt, Resource Lead at Willowbrook, commented: “I am pleased to be working with Rotageek to help
streamline our GP rota planning. I tried a few solutions but none of them had everything we needed. With Rotageek
being healthcare born, they already had an idea of what we required and were able to get us up and running with minimal
effort on our part. We now have an efficient, user-friendly system which is tailored to our surgery’s requirements and also
removes the need to use multiple online and paper-based systems, minimising the risk of mistakes occurring. We have
received superb customer service right from initial contact with Rotageek to signing up, and have found the online help
to be very efficient and friendly.”
Chris McCullough, CEO and Co-Founder at Rotageek, added: “We’re delighted to be working with Willowbrook Medical
Practice. Rotageek was born in healthcare - 10 years ago when I was a doctor working in A&E. The whole Rotageek team
is really passionate about creating optimal scheduling solutions for healthcare. This partnership with Willowbrook brings
us right back to our founding mission, and I’m excited to see how we will help the practice improve both employee and
patient experience”.
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